
RECREATION GROUND EQUIPMENT – PROPOSED MAINTENANCE 

WORKS. 

 

Following an inspection on Friday 19th August (Eleanor Bell, George Rees, John 

Brooks) in response to the Play Safety report it is recommended that the following 

works are undertaken. 

 

Seating etc: Secure to ground front right leg of seat nearer main road. 

Tighten all bolts on circular table/seat set with Allen Key. 

(Note: The photographs in the report show the same seat to illustrate the seat and table 

points.  However this seat is quite secure, and the older table has been removed. 

 

Gate Hinge Post: The crack in this post appears to be long standing and has probably 

been present since the hinge was attached.  Suggest no action. 

 

Signage:  The rotten wood is at the very bottom of the post which is in fact bolted to 

and supported by an angle iron.  No action at present. 

 

Basketball Post:  The lack of a notice is classified as medium risk – i.e. the highest 

category applied in the recreation ground.  Suggested therefore that a notice as 

required is attached.  Also the net has been torn – suggest replacement. 

 

Train: Monitor condition of wood.  

 

Football goal post: Not mentioned by Playsafety but goal post is leaning because the 

sockets set into the ground have deteriorated.  Suggest reposition with new sockets. 

Playsafety have criticised the worn ground in front of the posts and suggested “repair 

damaged area”.  It is difficult to see how to do this in the context of an unattended 

playground.  If dug up and returfed or raked over and reseeded how we would we stop 

people using it until established?  One possibility might be to move the goal posts 

forward to in front of the worn patch thus reducing its use.  Decision needed. 

 

Swings:  Bolt missing.  Likely to be a specialist item – I have asked HAGS Play for a 

quote to supply a replacement and fitting instructions. 

 

Soft Surface crumbling.  This spot was repaired last December so I have asked the 

contractor for comments. (Subsequent note – he has agreed to repair the repair.) 

 

Huck Nets Multi-Swing.  Loose fixing. Appears simply to need tightening – Mr 

Waldron will do so. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


